
Come See Us In Detroit
ctober i Ule time. Detroit. is the place. AGMA Gear Expo '91 is the event. Cabo

Center in downtown Detroit is where you will want to be in October if you have

any interest in gear products, manufacturing, or research ..

Gear Technology will be at Gear Expo '91 too. Come and visit us at Booth No.

512. Welook forward to the opportunity to meet with you, our readers and advertisers.

Bring us your suggestions and ideas for the magazine, or just stop by for a chat. Find out

about how our new readership among people who BUY gears and gear products and our

increased circulation can help your sales. If you have an idea for an

article or a suggestion for the magazine, this is the place to discus

it. BUf you don't need an excuse at all Just drop by to say, "Hello."

Gear Expo '9] will be an exciting place £0 be. At the time we go

to press .•ninety-one companies are planning to be there, demonstrat-

ing their preducrsand services. The latest in equipment and pro-

cesses win be on display. Ifyou are planning on buying equipment

or are just "tire kicking," this is the place to see what's available in

the marketplace.

By taking advantage of AGMA 's Fall Technical Meeting, which

will be at the Westin Renaissance Center concurrently with the Gear

Expo, you and your employees can. refresh and update your basic

gear knowledge and keep abreast of some of the latest in gear

research from orne of the best engineering minds in the industry.

This kind of double-barrelled opportunity, targeted directly at the

gear indu try, shouldn't be missed. If you ve ever been IOSI inthe

crowd alone of the giant trade shows or spent hours searching forthe

companies you were interested in, Gear Expo '91 will come a a

pleasant surprise.

Its smaller, more intimate size makes for comfortable and friendly fact-finding.

Because Gear Expo is devoted exclusively to the gear and gear products industries" the

products and services you need are easy to find, and you don't have to fight the crowd to

get up close enough to see and hear productpresentations and demonstrations.

This the fourth time AGMA has produced a trade show exclusively for 0\.1£ industry. It

began as a small table-top adjunct. to the Fall Technical Meeting and has grown bigger-and

better every time since. It is a valuable service, bringing buyers and sellers together under

excellent conditions for doing business. It deserves the support of the entire industry.
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